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TROLLS!! 
FOLKLORE, LITERATURE AND “OTHERING”  

IN THE NORDIC COUNTRIES 

ANN-SOFIE LÖNNGREN 
 
 
 
Abstract: In this article, I compare the nature and function of the troll 
figure in three contemporary, fictional texts written in Nordic countries. 
Although grounded in an ancient tradition of Nordic folklore, I claim that 
the figure of the troll in contemporary literature is made up of an 
intersection of different axes of power and can thus be understood in light 
of a postcolonial world order, the development of the Nordic welfare states 
in the twentieth century, and modern, Western standards relating to gender 
and sexuality. Ultimately, this figure challenges the Enlightenment’s 
concept of human as a stable entity that is once and for all established and, 
rather, points at posthumanist processes of qualification. To a large extent, 
this is done by the re-employment of old folkloristic beliefs. Finally, I 
predict a “troll-turn” in Nordic literature, in which this figure is further 
used to enlighten, establish, undermine and subvert age-old notions of a 
“true” Nordic people. 
 
Keywords: folklore, intersectionality, posthumanism, queer, Nordic 
literature 
 
Trolls: ugly, dirty and mean. Everyone in the Nordic region knows that 
they steal human babies, are obsessed with gold, grow large warts on their 
noses, and are in severe lack of intelligence. This article explores how 
these folkloristic traits have found their way into contemporary Nordic 
literature,1 where they can be understood as part of the discursive production 
of the “Other.” To discuss the role of the troll I will employ queer, 

                                                            
1 My view of the relationship between folklore and literature is in accordance with 
Russell and Russell 1978: “… folklore is an integral part of literature, not an 
intrusive element of it, something which may affect the language, structure and 
themes of outstanding works in both poetry and prose” (145). 
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intersectional and posthumanist perspectives (Butler 1990; Crenshaw 
1994; Deckha 2008; Wolfe 2009) in order to compare its nature and 
function in three fictional texts: “Skifting” [“Changeling”] in Danish 
writer Charlotte Weitze’s (b. 1974) collection of short stories Skifting. 
Fortællinger [1996; Changeling. Stories],2 the novel Ennen päivänlaskua 
ei voi (2000; Not Before Sundown 2003) by Finnish writer Johanna 
Sinisalo (b. 1958), and “Gräns” [“Border”] by Swedish writer John Ajvide 
Lindqvist (b. 1968) in the collection of short stories Pappersväggar (2006; 
Let the Old Dreams Die 2012). 

Trolls – a Background 

The word troll is of unknown etymology but appears as far back as the Old 
Norse sagas, side by side and sometimes confused with giants, dwarfs, 
goblins and ghosts. This figure is also mentioned in medieval Norwegian 
laws, where references to the serious crime of “awakening the trolls” are 
mentioned. In the Nordic context, early images of trolls were portrayed 
within a Christian matrix as the devil’s tool and were believed to fear 
crucifixes (Schön 1999, 10, 17).3 In 1555 the Uppsala archbishop-in-exile 
Olaus Magnus devoted a chapter to trolls in Historia om de nordiska 
folken (1555; Description of the Nordic people 1996–1998, Book 6, 
Chapter 10), and more information also appears during the witch trials at 
the end of the seventeenth century. However, a more systematic collection 
of beliefs about trolls was not initiated until the mid-nineteenth century, 
when it became clear that, in spite of the fact that trolls were part of the 
folklore in all the Nordic countries, notions about their appearances and 
ways of living varied nationally as well as locally. Images of trolls could 
also be found beyond the realm of Nordic folklore; troll-like creatures 
appear in the folklore of many other countries, in the form of Germany’s 
“dwarfs,” for example (Schön 1999, 11–5).4 
 

                                                            
2 The collection of short stories by Charlotte Weitze has not been translated into 
English. The translations of the title and of all the excerpts in this article are mine. 
3 Orig.: “väcka upp troll”. 
4 Orig.: “dvärgar”. 
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Trolls often lure children into the woods.  Theodor Kittelsen, Askeladden, 1884. 
 
Many of the Nordic variations of trolls have been interpreted graphically 
by artists such as John Bauer (1882–1918), Theodor Kittelsen (1857–
1914) and Jenny Nyström (1854–1946). In their illustrations as well as in 
the descriptions from traditional fairy tales, we learn that trolls come in 
many forms and with many different characteristics: They can be very 
large, very small or about the same size as humans. Trolls are fascinated 
with and store gold, and in some cases they live in magnificent, 
underground caverns, yet more often in small, decayed huts in the woods. 
They are sometimes sensitive to the light and, in other cases, afraid of 
silver, steel, and the heathen god Thor. Trolls are social and like to spend 
time together, and they often live in constellations resembling the 
heterosexual, nuclear family. However, in spite of the fact that trolls 
resemble humans in many ways, ideas and images in the folklore of trolls 
establish over and over again that they cannot be trusted (Schön 1999, 16–
7). The trolls’ most prominent negative characteristics are that they are 
thievish, that they lure people (mainly women) into the woods or their 
mountain caverns, and, finally, that they steal fair, beautiful, well-behaved 
human children and replace them with their own dark, ugly, bad-tempered 
offspring (Schön 1999, 23–4). 
 
In spite of these attributes, trolls are whimsical and not at all solely evil; 
on the contrary, sometimes they unexpectedly help people whom they 
have grown attached to. It is most likely this quality together with certain 
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trolls’ similarities with humans that sometimes turn them into moral 
compasses (Schön 1999, 16, 20), as in Swedish writer Selma Lagerlöf’s 
(1858–1940) well-known story “Bortbytingen” [1915; The Changeling 
1992]. Here, the beautiful and kind child of a Swedish farming couple is 
exchanged for a troll-child who is ugly and screams. The good-hearted 
wife still takes good care of the baby, in spite of the fact that her servants 
thus lose respect for her. She gets her own child back only when she, for 
the sake of the troll-child, has forsaken the thing most dear to her: her 
husband’s love, as he grows tired of her concerns for the foreign creature. 
When their own son returns, it turns out that he has been given exactly the 
same treatment from the troll-mother as the troll-child had received from 
the humans, and the human mother thus saved her own son’s life by 
tending to the ugly troll. 
 
With roots in a long tradition of Nordic folklore, Lagerlöf’s tale is a good 
example of how the troll has been portrayed in twentieth-century Nordic 
literature: in fairy tales, as a figure both evil and childish but sometimes 
surprisingly righteous (Schön 1999, 20). However, in the later twentieth 
and early twenty-first centuries trolls have appeared in many different 
places, mostly in fairy tale-like stories but also in other genres of literature 
aimed at children and young adults. In the past few decades, this figure has 
appeared in science fiction and fantasy as well as in computer games, 
where the troll is often characterized by its strength and stupidity. Yet 
another usage of the figure of the troll has moved even further away from 
traditional story-telling and into the world of internet slang, where it 
signifies someone who engages in online discussions only in order to 
annoy and provoke others.5 
 
However, in addition to these developments the troll sometimes appears in 
unexpected places, as a well-developed character more or less linked to the 
mythological tradition. One example of this type of depiction can be found 
in Swedish writer Kerstin Ekman’s (b. 1933) novel Rövarna i Skuleskogen 
(1988; The Forest of Hours 1998), where we follow a troll named Skord 

                                                            
5 The name of this practice might be in reference to the English word “trolling”, a 
term used in fishing for slowly dragging a lure or baited hook from a moving boat 
(“Troll”). Internet trolling implies a similar act through a discussion, hoping that 
someone will bite. However, those who engage in such practices are often referred 
to as trolls, a word that linguistically cannot be used in connection with the fishing 
reference (i.e. a person who uses trolling as a fishing technique cannot be referred 
to as a troll); instead, the term suggests a connection to the trolls from 
Scandinavian and Old Norse folklore (Wikipedia contributors). 
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for 500 years, from the fourteenth century onwards. Skord admires 
humans for their ability to keep the rain out and the fire in, and he 
eventually learns to speak Latin and socialize with learned men. But at 
times he also lives as a robber, a gold maker and a charlatan, and he 
socializes with nice young ladies as well as with the maids. Eventually, 
Skord falls in love with Xenia, an overwhelming experience that makes 
him more human and less troll. 
 
Ekman’s novel’s use of the figure of the troll is interesting for several 
reasons. The troll’s long life-span is employed to illustrate human 
conditions over a longer period of time than what would have been 
possible using a human protagonist. In this case, the troll’s similarities to 
humans mean that he can move around fairly freely in the human context, 
while his non-human character gives him an outside perspective, from 
which he can more objectively observe and comment on human 
conditions. In other words, the figure of the troll works very well as a 
device to give people views on themselves through time and space. But the 
novel is also interesting because it highlights the twentieth-century power 
structures through which the troll is formulated, notably including the 
dichotomization of the city and the wilderness, of the modern era and pre-
modern time, of light and dark, of the civilized and the primitive, of 
resident and vagabond, of the traditional and the potentially subversive, 
and of Christianity and other faiths. 
 
In its depiction of culture and society, The Forest of Hours points to 
circumstances that have previously been discussed by cultural researcher 
Stein R. Mathisen, namely that concepts like identity and ethnicity are not 
collections of objective cultural characteristics but, rather, certain traits 
that have become relevant symbols and markers within specific contexts 
(Mathisen 1993, 37; see also Alver 1989, 12–20). Orvar Löfgren has also 
discussed that the “study of the ways in which nations are turned into 
cultural formations may benefit from distinguishing three levels”: 
international cultural grammar (for example, a flag, a common history 
and a folk culture), the national lexicon (local forms of cultural 
expressions), and dialect vocabulary (internal divisions within the nation) 
(Löfgren 1993, 217–8). In relation to Löfgren’s ideas, it is apparent that 
trolls in general Nordic folklore are actively a part of Nordic culture on all 
three levels, as they certainly are a part of established Nordic folklore, they 
come in many local variations, and, finally, they clearly represent 
deviations from notions of a “true” Nordic people. This article primarily 
focuses on this last notion.   
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Challenging the Norm 

In “Skifting” we meet the protagonist Maria, who has grown up in 
Denmark with quite ordinary parents. However, she has always felt 
different; her appearance, in particular, deviates from a female, 
contemporary, Western norm. Maria is fat, has big ears and teeth as well 
as hairy arms and legs. We also learn that she has “never been a smart girl, 
who has been able to move around naturally in a tight little red skirt. […] 
When Maria once tried one on in a shop, the seams burst” (Weitze 1996, 
15).6 In addition, her behaviour is anything but appropriate for a young 
lady, as she, for example, picks her nose in public. Since Maria thus fails 
to embody a women’s ideal, she has great difficulties getting attention 
from the opposite sex and does not have any sexual contact until one 
evening, when the electricity goes out in her neighbourhood. In the 
darkness, she meets a man who follows her to her apartment and sleeps 
with her, a man who, to her surprise, she eventually realizes looks a lot 
like herself. When Maria wakes up the morning after, the man has already 
left, but she becomes pregnant and is still, at the end of the story, carrying 
the child. 
 
These depictions show the significance of societal standards relating to 
gender and sexuality in the depiction of the trolls, aspects which, 
according to folklorist Aili Nenola, concern folklore overall (Nenola 
1993). In the representation of Maria, there are clear parallels to the 
“warped girls” Maria Margareta Österholm recently drew attention to; 
girls who cannot or do not want to be “real” girls (Österholm 2012, 53–
8).7 “Gurlesque” (built on the words “girl” and “burlesque”) is the term 
used to pull together aspects of femininity, feminism, disgust, cuteness and 
exaggeration that characterize these representations (Gurlesque 2010; 
Österholm 2012, 99–103). This term is certainly close to the female 
grotesque (Russo 1994) and furthermore places itself in a long tradition of 
comic depictions of ugly women within the Western culture (On Ugliness 
2007, 158–77). Thus, Maria appears as part of the Danish equivalent to the 
Swedish comical culture that Anna Lundgren writes about in her thesis 
Allt annat än allvar [2008; Anything but Seriousness]. 
 

                                                            
6 Orig.: “…aldrig været en smart pige, som har kunnet bevæge sig naturligt i en 
lille stram rød kjole. […] Da Maria engang prøvede sådan én i en forretning, skred 
kjolesømmen og gik op”. 
7 “Warped girls” is my translation of Österholm’s concept “skeva flickor”. 
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In “Skifting” the breaking of norms is part of the fun, especially since 
Maria herself does not appear to care too much about her appearance. As 
both Österholm and Lundberg note, representations of this kind can be 
understood in light of Beverly Skeggs’ concept of “respectability” (1997). 
Maria’s clumsiness, unattractive appearance and inappropriate behaviour 
along with the fact that she simply picks up a man in the street and has sex 
with him disqualifies her from being a respectable, representative woman. 
 
However, one factor that distinguishes Maria from the girls that Österholm 
studies is that there is an inner-literary explanation as to why she is 
different, something she learns when visiting her grandparents in Norway. 
As her father has pointed out, Maria’s body, ears and nose resemble them 
rather than him, and she is finally told why this is so by her grandmother: 
Maria and her grandparents are trolls, but her father is human and was 
taken from an orphanage in Denmark since the grandparents themselves 
could not have any children. When Maria’s father grew up he married a 
human woman, and together with her they had a daughter. When this 
daughter was three years old she spent the summer with her grandparents, 
at which time they replaced her with a troll-child whose parents were 
dead. The biological child of Maria’s human parents was left on the steps 
of a house near her grandparents’, and Maria herself was sent back to 
Denmark. 
 
The fact that Maria and her grandparents are trolls connects their 
representations to traditional portrayals of trolls, where their ugliness is 
central and part of what is both comic and repelling about them. However, 
from the perspective of gender theory, the non-preferred or non-
representative accounts of femininity that are apparent in Maria’s 
character are rendered harmless, in that they are explained by her “troll-
ness” and thus cannot be present in a typical woman. A number of aspects 
which completely deviate from normative beliefs about the human body 
underscore her Otherness, like Maria’s long “growth at the bottom of her 
back” (Weitze 1996, 15),8 which she eventually realizes is a tail. A more 
subtle marker for non-humanity is the brown stain in Maria’s green eyes, a 
stain that seems to indicate how much “troll” is in her, given that the 
grandmother points out that she herself has several of them.  
 
This sharp distinction between troll and human also appears in the story’s 
depiction of sexuality, as humans consistently and exclusively mate with 

                                                            
8 Orig.: “gevækst nederst bag på ryggen”. 
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humans and trolls with trolls – though they may not even be aware that 
they belong to these groups. As we saw above, in complete darkness it is 
not even possible for a young troll-woman like Maria to seduce a human, 
and the one that finally follows her to her apartment turns out to resemble 
herself. Thus, the pairing and mating of trolls in this story, just like in the 
traditional fairy tales with similar scenarios, function as a sort of distorting 
mirror for the heterosexual nuclear family (Schön 1999, 16). However, 
there does not appear to be any envy of humans on the trolls’ part; the 
trolls follow their own beauty standards and mate in accordance with 
attraction and love – just like humans. 
 
In Swedish literature, Maria has a significantly darker counterpart in Tina 
in the story “Gräns”. Tina is an unattractive character who can smell 
nervousness and therefore works in Swedish customs. We learn that her 
roughly trimmed and un-fair face became even more repellent after she 
was struck by lightning at the age of ten; for this reason, she has always 
been rejected by the opposite sex. Even in the story’s present, smugglers 
occasionally started “… screaming at her. Screaming about the way she 
looked. Something about Mongols, about the fact that she ought to be put 
out of her misery” (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 9). Unlike Maria in “Skifting” 
Tina has (unwittingly) violated the boundary between humans and trolls in 
that she is living with dog breeder Roland. However, their relationship 
completely lacks passion and could hardly even be called friendly, as 
Roland mostly seems interested in her money. Yet Tina has chosen to live 
with him simply because Roland is the only man who has ever shown any 
interest in her. The couple has never had sex: the only time they tried, it 
hurt so much for Tina that she subsequently gave Roland free rein to sleep 
with others if he wants to (and he does). 
 
Everything changes when Tina meets Vore, a man who repeatedly passes 
through customs and whom Tina is convinced is hiding something. 
However, nothing illegal is found in his luggage, but during the body 
search it turns out that Vore, despite an almost “exaggerated masculinity”, 
has a vagina instead of a penis (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 23). When Vore 
then stays for a period of time in Tina’s guesthouse, they realize they have 
a lot in common: They both have difficulties with electricity and being 
indoors. Also, they both have been hit by lightning, love the forest, hate 
dogs, and have a rare ability to find mushrooms. Just how compatible they 
really are comes out unexpectedly the night they give in to their feelings 
and fall into each other’s arms. But when they come close to sex, Tina 
shakes her head: 
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“I want to. But I can’t.” 
[…] 
“You’ve never done it.” 
“Yes I have.” 
He took her face between his hands. “No,” he said. “Not your way.” 
(Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 54) 

 
The fact that Tina cannot have penetrative sex with Roland and is thus 
portrayed as if she cannot have sex at all suggests that her character can be 
understood in relation to the “heteronormative script” that Renita 
Sörensdotter writes about in an interview study about vulvar pain. 
However, in the encounter with Vore Tina learns how her sexual organs 
work: From the vaginal opening an erected penis is produced, with which 
she penetrates Vore. This is a powerful portrayal of a finding Sörensdotter 
highlights in her study, namely that sex and pleasure is certainly possible 
for individuals who do not follow the norm but only if they break from the 
constraints of heteronormative sexuality (Sörensdotter 2012). Much in the 
same manner as in “Skifting”, where her tail makes Maria understand that 
she is not human, it is Tina’s deviation from the “normal” (= human) 
sexual organ that functions as an eye-opener for her. After sex, Tina 
reflects upon her own body in relation to what she remembers from the 
biology lessons in school: “It’s not true. I’m a freak” (Ajvide Lindqvist 
2012, 60).  
 
While the sexual division between humans and trolls that was established 
in “Skifting” reoccurs in “Gräns”, in addition, the heteronormative troll 
family undoubtedly gets a queer twist.9 In this respect, the developments 
in “Gräns” relate to research within transgender studies, where historical 
as well as cultural transgressions of the binary understanding of sex are 
investigated (Stryker 2006). However, I would like to point out that this 
queer suggestion in the text is not much more than just a suggestion, as the 
sexual desire in the story still occurs between a male and a female. 
Furthermore, when Vore at the end of the story is pregnant and Tina 
decides to follow him to the great forests of the North, this implies a 
restoration of something that strongly resembles the heterosexual nuclear 
family. Thus, “Gräns” ends – despite the queer excursion – within the 
bounds of heteronormitivity, similar to “Skifting”, where Maria leaves 

                                                            
9 The term “queer” here refers to that which, at each specific occasion, disrupts 
cultural notions about sex, gender and sexuality as interdependent, essential and 
pre-given entities. See Butler 1990, 23–4. 
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Norway to return to Denmark and to look for the father of her unborn 
child. 
 
Significantly, the characters and events in the Finnish novel Not Before 
Sundown go further in breaking norms, something that has also been noted 
by Roger A. Adkins in his dissertation (Adkins 2010, Chapter 4).10 In this 
novel, the main character is the young, homosexual commercial 
photographer Mikael, whose bright, curly hair and blue eyes have earned 
him the nickname Angel. The course of events take place in a parallel 
universe in Helsinki, Finland, where trolls, long believed to be 
mythological creatures, were discovered to be actual existing predators at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. On the way home late one evening 
Mikael finds an abandoned troll-child outside his house and reacts 
strongly: “It’s the most beautiful thing I’ve ever seen. I know straight 
away that I want it.” (Sinisalo 2000, 13) Knowing it is wrong, he still takes 
the child home, puts him to bed and feeds him. Mikael names the troll 
Pessi; he is a charming creature who smells intoxicatingly of juniper, 
radiating such large amounts of pheromones that Mikael, over time, finds 
it more and more difficult to control his sexual desires. 
 
The casual homosexual encounters Mikael has had up until then become 
secondary and are thereafter used mainly to gain information or somehow 
benefit Pessi. However, to protect Pessi from his own urgent sexuality 
Mikael spends more and more time outside the home, something that 
makes Pessi jealous when Mikael comes home and smells of his lovers. 
They are the fairy and the troll (Sinisalo 2000, 191), a simplified, 
folkloristic pair of opposites largely complicated by the pedophilic aspects 
of Mikael’s love for Pessi. Indeed, in the discourses of the contemporary 
Nordic context, this instead makes Mikael the “monster”. It is also 
possible to understand him as one of the “trolls” sometimes used in gay 
slang, referring to a gay male who is cruising for sex (according to the 
same logic as “trolling” in internet discussions mentioned above) but is 
also used as a noun to describe older gay men who try to pick up younger 
ones (Cage 2003, 100 and Coleman 1999, 292).11 
 
Thus, the relationship between Mikael and Pessi is deeply intertwined with 
the modern and contemporary Nordic discourses about sexuality; even 
more so, indeed, if we consider the fact that Pessi is a predatory mammal, 
                                                            
10 Adkins also discusses the troll Skord in the novel by Kerstin Ekman that I 
mentioned earlier in this article, The Forest of Hours (1998). 
11 See also “Gray gays”. 
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so Mikael also breaks the taboo against bestiality. As Jens Rydström notes, 
throughout the Western world, human-animal sexual encounters have been 
structured by the biblical notion of sodomitical sin and thus understood 
within the same discourse as same-sex sexual relationships (Rydström 
2001, 2). However, conceptualizing Mikael and Pessi’s relationship only 
in terms of a dichotomy between victim and perpetrator would be a gross 
simplification. Rather, with his forceful and immediate hormonal effect 
on Mikael, Pessi can also be seen as a contemporary version of the love 
god of Roman mythology, Amor (Cupid). Only at the end of the novel, 
when Mikael has followed Pessi into the forest, the very essence of their 
relationship is expressed: “excitement and slight fear and ... great and 
deep love” (Sinisalo 2000, 229). Thus, in this story the figure of the troll 
creates opportunities for a mutual, emotional and self-sacrificing 
relationship beyond dichotomies such as child/adult, animal/human, 
heterosexual/homosexual, and man/woman. 

Locking Up or Being Locked Up 

Another interesting aspect of the relationship between trolls and humans in 
the three texts is that they cover such a broad range of ideas in the 
postcolonial discussion about norms and deviation in relation to concepts 
such as majority, minority, nation, race, and ethnicity. As Elleke Boehmer 
notes, “postcolonial literature” itself is a very broad concept, but on a 
general level it can be described as “that which critically or subversively 
scrutinizes the colonial relationship” (Boehmer 2005, 3). It is relevant to 
note that during the emergence of the Nordic nation states in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it was argued that the trolls in Nordic 
folklore were in fact Sámis, the native population that had been driven 
away when the current settlers colonised their land (Schön 1999, 18–9). 
Regardless of the reliability of these findings, it is interesting that in 
Weitze’s story “Changeling”, “humans” as a group are described as light-
skinned, fair-haired, smooth and beautiful, while “trolls” are dark-skinned, 
black-haired, hairy and ugly, value-laden stereotypes clearly anchored in a 
colonial world order and questioned in postcolonial discourse. 
 
Also, in “Gräns” the remarkable significance of race in relation to the 
categories “human” and “troll” is already apparent at the beginning of the 
story, as Tina reflects on the fact that Vore is probably used to be searched 
in customs “given his appearance: angular face, low forehead. Small, 
deep-set eyes beneath bushy eyebrows. A beard and medium-length hair. 
He could have played a Russian hit man in an action movie” (Ajvide 
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Lindqvist 2012, 1). This quote particularly points to an intersection 
between race and social class (Crenshaw 1994), created in the 
stereotypical notion of Vore as a Russian assassin, where people who look 
like him fall into a category generally associated with low education and 
social status. This intersection is also seen in “Changeling” and Not Before 
Sundown, but “Gräns” deals with the idea most extensively. 
 
After sexual intercourse with Vore, Tina understands that she is not an 
ordinary human, whereupon she seeks out her aged father to learn details 
about her background. She then discovers that at the age of two she was 
taken from her biological parents since they could not take care of her: 
They lived in a shack in the woods, made fires on the bare ground, had no 
food supply and let Tina, then called Reva and not yet speaking, crawl 
around naked all the way into October. When Reva was taken from them, 
her parents were locked in a mental institution, where they later died. Reva 
immediately understands what had happened: 
 

They had doubtless known how to look after their own child. But the early 
sixties, the art of social engineering – smiling mothers in floral aprons, 
record years, the building project known as the Million Program. Lighting 
a fire on the ground and no food in the larder, if they even had a larder. 
Such things couldn’t be permitted. (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 64–5) 

 
On a general level, this quote can be seen in relation to Frykman and 
Löfgren’s claim that “the physical arrangements of the home” are part of a 
“silent socialization” by which cultural messages are embedded in the 
material world (Frykman and Löfgren 1987, 6). However, more 
specifically, the passage contrasts the uniqueness of the trolls’ way of 
living to the post-World War II, Nordic socio-political establishment of 
the “People’s Home” [folkhem]. This concept, according to Andrew 
Nestingen, “codif(ied) the idea that the state is a benign institution 
protecting and nurturing the nation” (Nestingen 2008, 11). However, in 
“Gräns” the rigid uniformity of this modern model for the state is the basis 
for serious abuse of those who fall outside of the norm, as is made clear by 
Reva’s story. Among other things, both she and Vore have had their tails 
amputated: 
 

Human beings who didn’t believe in trolls. And if they found any, they 
locked them up in mental institutions, operated to remove their tails, 
sterilised them and forced them to learn the language of human beings. 
Tried to forget that such a thing even existed. (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 68) 
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This passage draws on unpleasant parallels with the Swedish history of 
forced sterilization and other assaults of ethnic minorities such as the 
Roma as well as groups such as the mentally ill. As Gunnar Broberg and 
Mattias Tydén have noted, such efforts were meant to deal with those who 
were “unwanted in the People’s Home” (Broberg and Tydén 2005), 
precisely the idea that Reva reflects on.12 With historical accuracy (Broberg 
and Tydén 2005, 97), Reva claims that she has “heard that people were 
sterilised well into the 1970s. Was that what happened to her parents?” 
(Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 65). Trolls are certainly minorities in both 
“Skifting” and Not Before Sundown, and in “Gräns,” Reva finally realizes 
that she is “the spoils of war in her own country” (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 
72). This conclusion is underscored by the fact that her parents are buried 
in an unmarked grave, which, according to Reva, resembles “an 
unidentifiable mass grave” (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 71), further suggesting 
a parallel to war and massacre.  
 
In “Skifting”, this contrast between the (human) ideal and the trolls’ way 
of living is largely formulated as a comical contradiction between the two 
groups. Cold, dark and dirty characterise the trolls’ norm; they perceive 
warm, bright and clean as unpleasant. Borrowing from Jonas Frykman’s 
ideas, this literary construction is part of a cultural understanding of “dirt”, 
associated with groups not part of the middle-class Nordic nation. As 
Frykman notes, in Sweden “dirt” has largely been connected to ethnic 
groups like Romas or other travellers (Frykman and Löfgren 1987, 163). 
Ebbe Schön also discusses this association, claiming that there are 
similarities between traditional stories about trolls and notions of traveller 
communities such as the Roma: the black hair, sticky fingers and 
unreliability, for example (Schön 1999, 18–9). In Swedish literature, a 
good example of this discursive connection can be found in Selma 
Lagerlöf’s short story “En historia från Halland” (1915; “A Story from 
Halland”), in which a young man learns this from his father: 
 

Remember this, never trust a gipsy because they are not of the same breed, 
and they always want to betray us. They are more related to trolls and 

                                                            
12 This is even more relevant in light of events in Sweden during the fall of 2013, 
when it was revealed that one local department of the Swedish police force 
between 1958 and 1996 had kept an illegal index of more than 5,000 people who 
were themselves or had connections to Romanis. A large number of these people 
were children. One of the reasons this index was established, the Police-
department claimed, was to help Romanis raise their standards of living. See the 
reports in, for example, Dagens Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet.  
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water sprites than to us. […] They are also like trolls in that they gladly 
sneak into villages and smile and ingratiate themselves, so that they are 
given jobs by us farmers and marry our daughters and get to our farms. But 
unhappy is the one who gets one of those in the house because the troll in 
them always comes out eventually.” (49)13 

 
Thus, trolls are good examples of how racial and ethnic stereotypes are 
part of the production of the Other, figures who are furthermore 
conceptualised as strangers and “bodies out of place” (Ahmed 2000). This 
suggests that trolls have been formulated in relation to what Jonas 
Frykman and Orvar Löfgren have claimed to be Nordic, middle-class 
notions of what “human nature” is (Frykman and Löfgren 1987, 6). In Not 
Before Sundown the question of who qualifies as “human” is formulated in 
relation to race, ethnicity and social class. Indeed, as Nestingen notes, 
Sinisalo’s novel “stages a critique of the national disclosure tradition, 
targeting the literary establishment and the ethnocentric and 
anthropocentric notions that have continued within the national culture” 
(Nestingen 2008, 159). The consequence of such ideologies are 
particularly apparent in the parallel between Pessi and Mikael’s neighbor 
Palomita, a young Filipino woman who has been brought to Finland for 
marriage, without speaking the language and without permission to leave 
the apartment unless her husband Pentti agrees. Palomita is utilised by 
Pentti as both sex slave and housekeeper, but within the framework of the 
story about Pessi, she is also the first human to understand that he actually 
lives in Mikael’s apartment. At the end of the novel Pessi and Palomita are 
let out of their respective prisons at about the same time; Pessi is smuggled 
out in Mikael’s arms, and Palomita bangs on the apartment door from the 
inside to attract the attention of the policemen, who at that point are 
present in the stairwell. With Palomita, the novel is lifted into a global 
context of momentous divisions between individuals, where some are 
locking up (Westerners, men, humans), and others will be locked up (non-
Westerners, women, animals). 

                                                            
13 Orig.: “Kom ihåg detta, att du aldrig ska lita på en tattare, för de är inte av vår 
stam, och de vill alltid svika oss. De är mer släkt med troll och strömkarlar än med 
oss. […] De är lika trollena också i det, att de gärna smyger sig ner till bygden och 
smilar och ställer sig in, så att de får tjänst hos oss bönder och blir gifta med våra 
döttrar och kommer åt våra gårdar. Men olycklig den, som får en sådan i huset, för 
alltid tar trollet hos dem ut sin rätt.” 
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Qualifying as Troll or Human 

The circumstances of these stories link the three texts to a postcolonial 
discussion, but in addition the concept of “species” – which, of course, has 
been touched on throughout this discussion – also has a central place in the 
intersectional analysis. Indeed, the need for a critical look at the discourse 
of “species” has been proposed by feminist researchers and vegetarian 
ecofeminists since the turn of the twenty-first century (Deckha 2008, 38), 
and the intersectional process is thus extended to include (besides the 
obvious animal rights implications) the idea that there is an ongoing and 
unavoidable risk that certain groups or individuals do not fully meet the 
criteria for the category “human” (Butler 2009, 76). In the twentieth 
century the disastrous consequences of dehumanizing groups was 
demonstrated in, for example, World War II and the 1994 genocide in 
Rwanda (Livingstone Smith 2012). 
 
Thus, as mentioned previously, the figure of the troll falls within 
posthumanist philosophy, challenging the Enlightenment’s concept of 
human as a stable entity that is once and for all established; instead, it 
points towards the processes by which various bodies qualify for the 
categories human and non-human (Wolfe 2009, xiii-xiv). This was also 
discussed by Judith Halberstam and Ira Livingston, who argue that inhabiting 
these categories can be seen as memberships one needs to qualify for. 
However, human and non-human are not on the same level but, rather, 
hierarchically organized, which leads to Halberstam and Livingston’s 
discussion of “the exclusive club of the Human, complete with all the 
rights and privileges pertaining thereunto” (Halberstam and Livingston 
1995, 10). Moreover, this process of becoming human or non-human is 
often evident in the intersection between the animal/human dichotomy and 
the colonial discourse (Vint 2010, 112). Stefan Jonsson also discusses 
these ideas in his collection of essays Världens centrum (2001; The Center 
of the World), in which he points at the problems “the centre” (the West) 
has historically had in defining the people of the “periphery” (the rest of 
the world): “Are they humans? Are they animals? Are they another kind of 
humans?” (Jonsson 2001, 10).14 
 

                                                            
14 Orig.: “Är de människor? Är de djur? Är de ett annat slags människor?” 
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“Look at them”, troll mother said. “Look at my sons! You won’t find more 
beautiful trolls on this side of the moon.” John Bauer, 1915 
 
The process of qualifying as human or non-human is visible in all of the 
three texts dealt with in this article, although the extent to and manner in 
which trolls are defined as a separate race or species differ, as does the 
solidity and momentousness of this specificity. Despite the fact that both 
Maria in “Skifting” and Reva in “Gräns” are portrayed as belonging to 
another species than humans, their anthropomorphic figures still offer 
them the opportunity to live as such in human societies. However, their 
attitudes towards this option differ significantly. At the end of “Skifting” 
Maria seems happy with the information she has received about her 
background, and the reader is left with the feeling that she will live quite 
well as a troll in a human world. As her grandmother has pointed out, it is 
not only the biological heritage that matters but also the environment, and 
Maria’s upbringing among people means that she is, in fact, more human 
than troll. Her grandmother also points out that a tail does not necessarily 
mean that someone is a troll. In “Gräns” the dividing line between humans 
and trolls is considerably stricter, as the trolls are depicted as completely 
different from and incompatible with human nature, with other senses, 
body functions and needs. “I do not belong here”, Reva realizes before 
making the decision to leave her human life and follow Vore (Ajvide 
Lindqvist 2012, 73). To use a phrase from postcolonial theory, it is clear 
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that Maria and Tina pass (Butler 1993) as humans – just not as particularly 
successful or attractive ones.15 
 
For the predator Pessi in Not Before Sundown it is, of course, equally 
impossible to pass as human as it would be for a bear or a wolf. However, 
it is in this novel that the category of “human” becomes most evident as a 
process through which one can qualify or disqualify oneself. As Palomita 
notes in the end of the book, oppressed women like herself are examples 
of “watered-down people” (Sinisalo 2000, 193); as a result of momentous 
differences in a global, postcolonial world, there are people who do not 
fully qualify for the category “human” and are transported, abused and 
locked up against their wills. But in Not Before Sundown, the trolls seem 
to be changing their status as “mere” animals. The novel is dotted with 
news reports that give the impression that these rare predators have 
become more and more numerous, drawing closer to human habitation. 
And Pessi performs actions that Mikael did not think possible: He builds 
cairn-like formations with blocks, paints figures on the walls, understands 
images in newspapers, and learns to open the apartment’s front door all by 
himself. 
 
Other important issues in the intersectional process of qualifying as human 
and troll are food and eating. In “Skifting” Maria’s grandparents offer their 
guests fresh larvae when they throw a party, and a dead fly floats in her 
grandmother’s coffee cup, which she blithely blows on. In addition, Maria 
herself prefers to eat with her fingers and then lick them clean. For Mikael 
in Not Before Sundown Pessi’s food preferences are one of the biggest 
problems in keeping him; first Mikael has to figure out what Pessi eats, 
then he has to put up with Pessi’s hunts for the live food (rats and guinea 
pigs) that Mikael gives to him.  
 
However, the importance of food is most visible in “Gräns” where Reva’s 
fondness for slugs, sushi and mushrooms are some of her significant 
features. She also eats mashed maggots at one point, and during a visit to 
the dilapidated cottage where she lived until she was two, she suddenly 
remembers that she was not at all starving as a child but ate ants, which 
she now tastes again. Furthermore, she remembers that she still at this age 
was being breastfed by her mother, an aspect of particular interest since in 
                                                            
15 This concept is presented in Nella Larsen’s 1929 novel Passing in a story about 
transgressing racial boundaries in the United States at that time. In a Nordic 
context, the term has been employed in relation to non-human characters by, for 
example, Franck (2012). 
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Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish and Estonian folklore, it was believed that 
extended breastfeeding meant that the child could become a witch or a 
giant. Indeed, the fact that breastfeeding has declined in the West during 
the twentieth century can be linked to perceptions that it is an old-
fashioned and indelicate practice (Weiser-Aall 1976, 221, 225–6).16 
 
Thus, eating habits are important parts of the literary characters’ “troll-
hood” in all the three texts studied; circumstances which can be 
understood in relation to Frykman and Löfgren’s claim that “the sharing of 
a meal” is part of the previously mentioned “silent socialization” by which 
culture materializes (1987, 6). 
 
Finally, when looking at the process of qualifying for the categories troll 
or human, the texts also present an intersection in the traditional beliefs 
about trolls as outside the Christian community. This idea appears further 
back in Lagerlöf’s “En historia från Halland” (1915), introduced 
previously, in which “gypsies” are said to be related to trolls, which means 
that they can never “be honest, Christian people” (49).17 The idea surfaces 
in two of the texts examined in this article. For example, Pessi in Not 
Before Sundown is explicitly referred to as a “black angel”, contrasted 
with Mikael’s fair appearance, and he is further defined as a “demon” and 
“devil” next to Mikael the Archangel (Sinisalo 2000, 110, 164, 166, 176). 
A similar intersection is present in “Gräns”, where Tina reflects on the 
crucifix that is placed at her troll-parents’ tomb: “How should they have 
been buried? She didn’t know. She knew nothing about her own race. If 
she were to believe the fairy stories and her own feelings, the crosses were 
wrong” (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 71).  
 
In another recent play with the dichotomy between trolls and Christians, 
the Norwegian movie Trollejegeren (Troll Hunter, 2010) is a 
“mockumentary” based on the notion that trolls do, in fact, exist but are 
part of a cover-up plot by the Norwegian government. Right from the 
beginning, the film’s professional troll-hunter claims that it is important 
that no one in the video team is a Christian because the trolls can smell 
this. At one point, he also tries to lure the trolls out of the woods with 

                                                            
16  Whether breastfeeding until the child is two years old should be seen as 
excessive or not is, of course, something that has altered significantly through time 
and across cultures. Indeed, Weiser-Aall notes that in Norway, perceptions of how 
long one should breastfeed were governed by Christian ideology and writings until 
the twentieth century (1976, 224–5). 
17 Orig.: “bli ärliga, kristna människor” 
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Christian blood. Traditional myths meet the modern multicultural 
Norwegian society as one of the cameramen turns out to be Muslim; the 
troll-hunter doesn’t have a clue as to how the trolls will react. 

Employing and Subverting the Myth 

All the three texts in this study interact and play with the many myths that 
exist about trolls, sometimes translating them in ways that are potentially 
subversive. An interesting look at the range of presentations of a particular 
myth about trolls can be found in the notion that they steal and store gold. 
Trolls’ interest in gold is presented and left unquestioned in “Skifting”, 
where, for example, a beautiful gold watch is at the story’s centre. And 
despite the fact that Maria’s grandparents have chests full of gold, they 
appear to live a strikingly simple life, which make them seem like pre-
capitalist relics who don’t understand investing their wealth in ways 
conceptualised as relevant in modern, Western societies. In contrast, Reva 
in “Gräns” claims that this myth is not true, and in this story it is instead 
the human Roland who steals her gold at the end of the story. 
 
However, in Not Before Sundown, the trolls have seen through this myth 
and instead focus on stealing objects that can seriously change their 
situation: weapons. In the novel’s end Pessi kills one of Mikael’s lovers, 
which means the two must escape into the woods together. Pretty soon 
they encounter a large male troll that Pessi salutes with joy: “his father 
perhaps but an alpha male all right” (Sinisalo 2000, 229). In the big hand 
of the troll is a military rifle, which he cocks and puts against his hip, a 
move that reminds Mikael of a newscast about a large arms theft. In this 
story, the myth of trolls as thieves has a new twist, one that suggests that 
trolls are, in fact, preparing for a kind of war against humans. We 
understand just how advanced the trolls really are when the first thing the 
big male troll does is to steal Mikael’s lighter: “When the troll lights it, I 
see it’s not handling one of these for the first time” (Sinisalo 2000, 236). 
 
The subversion of myths about trolls also extends to the most well-known 
and provocative notion that they steal people’s children. In “Skifting”, 
Maria’s grandmother casually explains that they stole her father from the 
humans because they couldn’t have children of their own. Later, they 
exchanged their grandchild for the troll baby Maria simply because this 
was what they most wanted, thus subverting the myth: instead of stealing 
human children, they take a troll and give away the human baby. In 
“Gräns” the course of events concerning kidnapping is far more serious, as 
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it turns out that Vore makes his living selling something that renders a lot 
more money than gold: children.  
 
Towards the end of the story, Reva learns that he has used the time in her 
guest cabin to spy on her neighbours, who just came home from the 
hospital with a newborn baby. He exchanges this child for a hiisit or 
“changling”, a term which is also used in Not Before Sundown and belongs 
to Finnish mythology. In “Gräns” the hiisit is an unfertilized embryo that 
Vore himself gave birth to, which can be moulded to look like anything 
but only survives for a short time. As Vore writes in a letter to Reva, 
stealing children is simply something trolls do, an action without further 
implications about their character: “My job was selling children. If I had 
been a human being I would have been evil. I don’t know how you judge. 
But the law would put me in prison for life. I’ve stopped now” (Ajvide 
Lindqvist 2012, 72). For Reva the discovery that Vore steals children 
comes as a shock, but she also to some extent embraces this tradition as a 
sort of revenge for the modern, Nordic society’s denial of the existence of 
trolls, “(u)ntil we come and take your children” (Ajvide Lindqvist 2012, 
68).18 
 
Not Before Sundown also employs the myth of child abduction, albeit in a 
subverted manner, where it appears that the trolls give their own child, 
Pessi, to Mikael so that Pessi’s strong hormonal influence will win over 
yet another person to the trolls’ side. Thus, the trolls give a child but steal 
a man, and at the end of the story, we understand that the events 
throughout the novel have, in fact, been a refined process of bewitching 
Mikael and thus luring him away from civilization and human life: Mikael, 
a cultural product with his superficial life as a commercial photographer, 
living in the big city’s gay subculture. But at the end of Not Before 
Sundown, despite his strong ties to the human world, it is Mikael who, 
hand in hand with Pessi, enters the trolls’ cave: “I take his hand and step 
inside” (Sinisalo 2000, 236). 

                                                            
18 Indeed, when considering European media reports about “the blond angel” found 
in a Romani camp in Greece in the fall of 2013, this re-invokes the discursive, 
oppressive analogy between trolls and Romanis. See, for example, “Angel 
Kidnapped by Gypsies, Libel Replayed.” 
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A Nordic Troll-Turn? 

The modern depictions of the figure of the troll in the three contemporary 
Nordic texts that I have discussed in this article have turned out to have 
surprisingly strong ties to traditional folklore, Western standards of gender 
and sexuality at the turn of the millennium, the construction of a national 
identity in the Nordic countries and a postcolonial world order. In relation 
to traditional folklore, it is clear that myths about trolls are connected to all 
three of these texts, albeit with varying degrees of fidelity. A good 
example of the range of presentations can be found when examining the 
myth that trolls steal and store gold: In “Skifting” the myth is simply 
referred to, in “Gräns” it is denied and in Not Before Sundown it is 
subverted to serve new purposes. On the other hand, the three texts are 
united in their focus on gender and sexuality, all of which to a certain 
extent can be said to violate common norms in the Nordic countries 
around the turn of the millennium. 
 
This study also highlights the Nordic folkloristic beliefs that some trolls 
are human-like yet different, with black hair and brown skin, which opens 
for discussions that relate to both the construction of the Nordic nation-
states and a postcolonial world order. Once again, the three texts differ. 
This issue is certainly present in all of them, but it remains relatively 
unexplored in “Skifting”, while the human/non-human dichotomy 
explicitly is placed in a Nordic and, even more specifically, Swedish 
modern civic-building context in “Gräns” and then in a global context in 
Not Before Sundown. However, the thematic link between the three texts 
can be found in the processes by which various bodies are included or 
excluded from the category “human”. 
 
Finally, I predict that we will see more of the troll in coming literature; the 
three texts explored in this article are just the beginning of a broader “troll-
turn” in Nordic literature. One example of this is Swedish writer Steven 
Spjut’s (b. 1973) novel Stallo, which was published in 2012; by November 
of that year, translation rights for the book had been sold for 15 countries. 
The filming of what is set to be an international blockbuster is taking place 
in 2014–2015.19 Aside from the great interest in trolls both within and 
outside the Nordic sphere apparent from the success of this book, Spjut’s 
novel is interesting in that it points to a movement north that was 

                                                            
19 Also the Swedish TV-series Jordskott [Subsoil shoot], broadcasted in 2015, can 
be seen as a part of this development. 
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mentioned in regards to the other texts discussed in this article. It is no 
coincidence that Maria in “Skifting” finds out the truth about herself in 
Norway since this is where the trolls usually live according to Danish 
folklore. Also, in “Gräns”, Reva goes to the great forest in the north to live 
with Vore. In Not Before Sundown the movement north is not as clearly 
presented, but there is instead a move from big city life to the wilderness, 
which, in Finland, is to the north of Helsinki. 
 
In contrast to these trolls in exile, the course of events in Stallo begins in 
and around Kiruna, Sweden’s northernmost town, and also eventually ends 
there. In this popular novel, mainstream Nordic folklore about trolls 
(including shape-shifting [Schön 1999, 77], the craving for human 
children and unreliability) is mixed with more specific Sámi myths about 
the Stallo, a people who may have existed historically but whose existence 
has become intertwined with myth: they are supposedly unnaturally large 
and have a taste for human flesh (Kjellström 1976). The myths about 
Stallo point to the fact that every (ethnic or other) group has its own “troll” 
figure(s); the “troll” is thus a construct, a way of demarcating one group 
from the Other. However, as we have seen in this article, the folkloristic 
and thus negotiable character of the troll also offers the possibilities of 
more or less subversive transgressions of different kinds of cultural 
boundaries. In Stallo the relationship between humans and trolls becomes 
increasingly questioned and the boundaries between them, increasingly 
blurred, as the story goes along. Indeed, at the end of the novel we are not 
entirely sure about who defines whom, who is in charge and who is 
following, or even who is troll and who is human. Thus, just as in the three 
texts discussed in this article, the figure of the troll continues to enlighten, 
establish, undermine and subvert notions of “The Nordic” and “The 
Other”, of “us” and “them” in contemporary Nordic literature. 
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